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About Zvijezda
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Preserved vegetables
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103 years
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ZVIJEZDA plus d.o.o.
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Zvijezda oil for preparation of all types of fried and baked dishes, suitable for reusable use.

Unit
measure Shelf life Store

temperature

piece 24 months dry and cold 
place

Packaging: 1 l / PET

Logistic information

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

15 45 621

Box on pal

Frying oil

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

6 36 530

Box on pal

Packaging: 3 l / TIN

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

- 72 663

Box on pal

Packaging: 10 l / PET

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

- 45 822

Box on pal

Packaging: 20 l / TIN
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olive and pumpkin oils



13ZVIJEZDA OLIVE AND PUMPKIN OILS

319

12 months

- 72 662

12 months dark place, 
max 20 ºC

10 l / PET
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150

24 96 576
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*60 % fat

*
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Margo butter contains 60% fat and 15% butter.

Packaging Unit
measure Shelf life Store

temperature

250 g / tub piece 120 days max 10º

Logistic information

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

16 90 360

Box on pal

Margo with butter taste

12 84 252
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Packaging: 95 g / bag

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

25 138 328

Box on pal

138 310

300

344

105 336

133 503

133 503
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Intended for all who enjoy indulging in spicy and hot snacks, Zvijezda’s Ultra hot chili mayonnaise 
will provide a special ferocity to any dish. The hot chili peppers in a perfect combination with 
Zvijezda’s well-known creamy mayonnaise will infuse any dish with its unique spiciness. It is 
recommended as an addition to meat dishes, especially those prepared on the grill, but will not 
disappoint as a sauce on your favorite snack either.

138 310

300

344

105 336

133 503

105 336
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This mayonnaise flavor is intended for all bacon lovers and is the perfect choice for any time 
of day, whether you decide to enrich the flavor of your sandwich, your fresh vegetable salad, or 
grilled meat. It gives that perfect finishing touch to any meal.

Packaging Unit
measure Shelf life Store

temperature

90 g / bag piece 180 days 5º - 10º

Logistic information

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

25 138 310

Box on pal

BACON MAYONAISSE

138 310 28512 144
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mayonnaise 30% fat

Packaging: 5 g / bucket

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

- 108 540

Box on pal

Packaging: 2 g / bucket

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

6 32 384

Box on pal

Packaging: 5 g / bucket

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

- 108 540

Box on pal
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15 g / bag

252

Packaging: 2 kg / bucket

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

6 32 384

Box on pal

540108
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Packaging: 15 g / bag

26

8 103 420

8 103 420

100 168 252

This popular tomato sauce will complement the flavors of dishes such as crispy homemade 
fries, fried chicken and tasty burgers and sandwiches. Zvijezda's ketchup has a mild yet rich 
taste and an intense red color. It is produced from ripe red tomatoes and then seasoned 
with spices to achieve it's distinct taste. It contains vitamins A and C and was declared as 
the number 1 ketchup on the Croatian market.

*max 20 ºC

*max 20 ºC
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ketchup pizza
Zvijezda’s Pizza ketchup is a ready-made sauce intended for different types of pizzas. It can 
be used as a marinara sauce when preparing a homemade pizza, or as a topping for already 
baked pizzas. It can also be used as a pasta sauce, or a dip for grilled cheese sandwiches or 
meat dishes.

490 g / flask

8 105 411

BBQ sauce
This popular sauce gives a rich smoky tast. Used as a stand-alone sauce or as a meat sauce.

8 105 420

15 months *up to 20 ºC

457

*max 20 ºC

*max 20 ºC

8 months
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344

344

28
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Packaging: 2 g / bucket

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

6 20 240

Box on pal

gastro tartar sauce
A blend of well known Zvijezda mayonnaise, select relish and delicious spices.
One of the most recognizable additionas to tasty seafood meals.

Packaging: 330 g / glass

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

6 174 344

Box on pal
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238 244
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Coconut fat is ideal for roasting and frying. It is resistant to high temperatures. Heating does 
not release harmful radicals and is great for roasting and baking. At room temperature it is in 
solid state.

NON - hydrogenated
without additives
neutral flavor and odour
100 % coconut fat
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268

75 300 32 320 24 288
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Zvijezda’s wine vinegar is created through natural processes using quality red wine, which 
simultaneously ensures the superiority of the vinegar itself. Its pleasant acidic taste and 
piquant fragrance will pair perfectly with salads, marinades and sauces. Because it was 
created from red wine, the vinegar’s bright red color and specific aroma will be an excellent 
seasoning to main dishes.

726 543

726

726
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304 378
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304

304 378
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Packaging Unit
measure Shelf life Store

temperature

500 g piece 24 months *room temp.

Logistic information

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

12 120 720

Box on pal

pelati

PASSATA

Peeled tomatoes are firm, fleshy, delicious and ready for meeting best tomatoes sauces.

Fine creamy texture of tomato paste is an excellent base 
for making sauces, soups or pizza cheeses. 

Packaging Unit
measure Shelf life Store

temperature

400 g piece 36 months *room temp.

Logistic information

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

12 132 633

Box on pal

ZVIJEZDA PASTA SAUCES38



39ZVIJEZDA PASTA SAUCES

Bolognese sauce
Pasteurized sauce based on tomatoes, beef and vegetables.

Packaging Unit
measure Shelf life Store

temperature

350 g piece 36 months *room temp.

Logistic information

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

6 208 436 

Box on pal

Pasteurized tomato sauce with basil. 

Packaging Unit
measure Shelf life Store

temperature

350 g piece 36 months *room temp.

Logistic information

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

6 208 436

Box on pal

Basil sauce

Salsa sauce
Pasteurized tomato sauce with pepper and chilli pepper.

Packaging Unit
measure Shelf life Store

temperature

350 g piece 36 months *room temp.

Logistic information

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

6 208 436 

Box on pal
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yellow peppers  illet
Zvijezda's yellow peppers fillet is produced by combining peppers with carefully selected spices. 
Yellow peppers fillet come ready for use as a stand-alone food or a side dish for range of dishes. 
Whether it be grilled meat, freshly baked soft lamb or chilled pork,  yellow pepper fillets will 
enrich dish with their slightly acidic flavor.

f



Unit
measure Shelf life Store

temperature

piece 3 years room temp.

Packaging: 400 g / can

Logistic information

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

12 144 691

Box on pal Pcs in box Net pal Kg

12 72 691

Box on pal

Packaging: 800 g / can

587
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Made from carefully selected varieties, Zvijezda’s pickles, with their slightly acidic taste, 
provide dishes with the necessary dose of freshness. They are an excellent addition to grilled 
meat and are an indispensable ingredient in French salads. However, their crispness might 
also tempt you to reach for them directly from the jar. Zvijezda’s pickles are top quality and 
are ideal when making various types of spreads, sauces and salads.

Pickled cucumber delikates (i. class)

Zvijezda cucumbers klasik will enrich any meal they are added to. They will perfectly suit you, 
whether as part of a sandwich, alongside meat, and even on their own.

Packaging Unit
measure Shelf life Store

temperature

670 g / glass piece 3 year room temp.

Logistic information

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

12 63 506

Box on pal

Pickled cucumber klasik (II. class)

ZVIJEZDA PRESERVED VEGETABLES

Unit
measure Shelf life Store

temperature

piece 3 years room temp.

Packaging: 350 g / glass

Logistic information

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

12 108 453

Box on pal Pcs in box Net pal Kg

12 63 506

Box on pal

Packaging: 670 g / glass

Ajvar is a traditional Balkan winter food (zimnica), made of chili peppers, peppers and 
eggplant. They make for a great side dish and a perfect addition to every sandwich. Ajvar pairs 
well with various roast meat dishes, sausages and barbecues, and finds its place in stews 
and sauces. The rich flavor of Zvijezda ajvar blagi is achieved through the careful selection 
of delicious peppers, blue eggplant, garlic, oil and vinegar. The result of roasting, milling and 
stewing these ingredients is a tasteful, aromatic vegetable side dish, which is deeply rooted 
as a basic part of our nutrition. The main characteristic of a good ajvar is a soft and creamy 
texture, achieved by carefully roasting the peppers and choosing the right seasoning. 

Ajvar mild (chutney)

Unit
measure Shelf life Store

temperature

piece 3 years room temp.

Packaging: 350 g / glass

Logistic information

Pcs in box Net pal Kg

12 108 453

Box on pal Pcs in box Net pal Kg

12 63 529

Box on pal

Packaging: 700 g / glass
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